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Abstract. Current assembly assistance systems use different methods
for object detection. Deep learning methods occur, but are not elabo-
rated in depth. For those methods, great amounts of individual training
data are essential. The use of 3D data to generate synthetic training
data is obvious, since this data is usually available for assembly pro-
cesses. However, to guide through the entire assembly process not only
the individual parts are to be detected, but also all intermediate steps.
We present a system that uses the assembly sequence and the STEP
file of the assembly as input to automatically generate synthetic training
data as input for a convolutional neural network to identify the entire
assembly process. By means of experimental validation it can be demon-
strated, that domain randomization improves the results and that the
developed system outperforms state of the art synthetic training data.

Keywords: Object Detection · Synthetic Training Data · Domain Ran-
domization · Assembly Assistance Systems · Assembly Sequence.

1 Introduction

Assembly assistance systems (AAS) are key enablers for fully dynamic cross-
company production networks [7]. They assist in manual assembly by guiding
the user step by step through the process. AAS display the individual steps
and control their correct execution. Therefor they need to detect all objects
used in an assembly as accurately as all the steps of the assembly. Current
research activities considering AAS mainly focus on the architecture of the whole
system [31]. However, the different types of object detection still require a certain
amount of manual effort [1].

In the field of machine vision convolutional neural networks (CNNs) effi-
ciently accomplish the task of object detection [2,27,32]. Their main advantage
compared to traditional object detection algorithms is the ability, to automat-
ically extract relevant features of objects from a sufficient amount of training
images. For this CNNs depend on a great number of annotated training data.
For the development and testing of the algorithms, developers draw on large
databases of annotated images [6,10,18,19]. In industrial applications, however,
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CNNs must detect individual parts while annotating large numbers of individual
images manually is a time consuming process [30]. This results in the motivation
to accelerate the process by automation.

In [8] a system is presented that can be used to reduce the time of creating
and labeling training images without available 3D data of the object significantly.
Here, the object is moved manually under a depth camera to define the objects
position while at the same time RGB images of the respective view are created.
This process is only applicable for small objects that can be hold in the hand and
still requires manual effort. In industrial environments 3D data is available for
almost all objects, most often in the form of STEP files [15]. There are several
approaches using 3D data to generate synthetic training images to replace the
real ones partially or completely [22,23,25].

In this paper we reduce the manual effort of generating training data to
detect assemblies by combining synthetic training data from 3D files with the
underlying assembly sequence. We automatically generate training images for
the individual assembly parts just as for the assembly steps of an entire as-
sembly. Finally, the performance of synthetic images with random backgrounds
in comparison to the performance of images with partially application oriented
(AO) backgrounds is experimentally evaluated.

2 Related Work

Current AAS use different technologies to identify the individual parts for the
assembly steps. Pick-by-light is one of the simpler technologies, as it only marks
the corresponding container of the individual parts [16]. This is done by virtually
mapping the position of the container [9] or by 1D or 2D barcodes [13,28].

Another possibility of identifying individual parts is the use of image pro-
cessing algorithms. This involves the use of depth image data [9, 17] and RGB
data [24]. In current AAS the data for recognizing the objects and the assembly
steps are created manually.

Thamm et al. propose in [31] the use of the CNN YOLO [26] for object
detection in their AAS. Here, the usage as well as the training methods remain
still unexplained. Židek et al. already use a CNN for object recognition in an
AAS [33]. There are also approaches to train a CNN with individual objects
using synthetic data from CAD files to detect assembly parts [34].

The generation of synthetic training data for CNNs to recognize individual
objects becomes popular in the field of computer vision [22, 23, 25]. Within this
research area, there are two distinct approaches. Domain Adaptation (DA) aims
to generate photorealistic training images [4,11,12] which requires a realistic syn-
thetic environment. Furthermore objects will age in industrial environments and
therefor wear out or pollute. Recognizing these objects using the DA approach
is time consuming due to mapping all possible circumstances.

The second main approach generating synthetic training data is Domain Ran-
domization (DR) [14,21,29]. The idea is to make reality appear as just another
synthetic modification of the training images. Random lighting, backgrounds and
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Fig. 1: Camera movement in quarter-
circle orbits in the xy-plane around an
object

Fig. 2: Random position of the
object in an image respecting
the constraining distance dRB

filters are applied to the initial images. DR is more robust than DA regarding
detection under varying circumstances and can be implemented with less manual
effort. For this reason our method is using DR.

3 Methodology

In the following section we describe the steps for generating synthetic training
images and their corresponding bounding boxes. After that we demonstrate our
approach for generating the training data for an entire assembly.

3.1 Synthetic Images

In the further course of the work, the CAD software Autodesk Inventor 2020 is
used to read STEP files. They are widely spread in industrial environment and
can be opened with any CAD software. In terms of image generating, we use one
camera which moves in quarter-circle orbits in the xy-plane around an object.
Hereby, the camera always aims at the origin PO, see Fig. 1. To move the camera
around an object and determine its position, we define the following sets

Φ = [φ1, . . . , φξ, . . . , φξ̄]

R = [r1, . . . , rη, . . . , rη̄]

and obtain the corresponding Cartesian coordinates

xξη = rη · cos
(
φξ

π

180◦

)
, φξ ∈ Φ, rη ∈ R (1)

yξη = rη · sin
(
φξ

π

180◦

)
, φξ ∈ Φ, rη ∈ R (2)

where Φ describes the angular range between the x- and the y-axis with φ1 ≥ 1◦

and φξ̄ ≤ 90◦. This enables the adjustment of the training images depending on
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(a) Random backgrounds from COCO (b) AO backgrounds

Fig. 3: Synthetic training images with random (a) and AO backgrounds (b)

the use case. The radius of the quarter-circle orbit between origin in the center
and camera is defined by the set R. The minimum value r1 is determined so
that the whole object fits in the image. We verify this by finding the minimal
surrounding cuboid of the object fitting its biggest extension in the image. Con-
sequently r1 is variable depending on the size of the object. By defining the
increment of the angular range Φ by ξ and the increment of the radius range
R by η we calculate the number of images. Consequently the camera position is
defined by PC(xξη, yξη) for the current step ξη.

While the camera moves on a defined path, we select one random orientation
of the object for each image. To obtain realistic orientations of the objects we
use the software Unity 2019 to drop the objects 45 times and extract the result-
ing Euler angles. We select one random Euler angle combination to define the
orientation of the object and rotate the object around the y-axis by a random
angle. The position of the object in the image is defined by the position of the
center of gravity PG. We start with PG = PO and move PG to a random position
in each image limited by dRB which is defined as the largest distance between
PG and the minimal surrounding cuboid as shown in Fig. 2. This ensures the
whole object being completely visible in the image.

The set of background images consists of 44 AO images and 5 000 random
images from the COCO validation dataset [19] (see Fig. 3). For each training
image we choose a random background image from the set. In addition we change
the lightning of the image by choosing randomly one of the 23 available lightning
styles from Inventor. We create two images for each PC(xξη, yξη): one RGB
training image and one contour image to define the bounding box around the
object shown in Fig. 2. After generating the images we apply multiple filters
from the ImageFilter module of pillow [5] to each image.

3.2 Data for entire assembly

Let an assembly A = [P,C] consist of a total amount of parts P = [p1, . . . , pk]
and a certain amount of connecting parts C = [c1, . . . , cl] such as bolts or shims.
In this context, we define that the entire assembly A can be decomposed into
single subassemblies where S0 represents the smallest reasonable subassembly
which consists of parts p0 ⊆ P and connection parts c0 ⊆ C. The following
greater subassembly S1 in turn contains S0 as well as a number of parts p1 ⊆ P
and connection parts c1 ⊆ C. Considering now that A can be represented by n
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subassemblies and that each subassembly is related to the corresponding assem-
bly step, we obtain the following recursive relation for a certain subassembly

Si = (pi ⊆ P, ci ⊆ C, Si−1), i = 1, . . . , n n ∈ N\{0}. (3)

In order to generate synthetic training data for A we first import the corre-
sponding STEP file of the entire assembly. Then, each individual part, i.e. each
element of P, is extracted and saved as a separate file. The same applies for the
subassemblies Si. Here, the parts and connection parts which are not included
are suppressed. Analogous to the parts, each subassembly is saved as a separate
file as well. Finally, we generate synthetic training data based on each of the
saved files.

4 Experiments and Validation

In this section, the performance of the developed method is evaluated by means
of experimental validation. After describing the results we additionally determine
the accuracy of our method by training the CNN CenterNet [32] with synthetic
data and evaluating the resulting precision.

4.1 Design of Experiments

Two assemblies are used for the experiments: the Duplo™ and the charger assem-
bly. Both assemblies with all individual parts and all subassemblies are shown
in Fig. 4. The Duplo™ assembly possesses form-fit pins and recesses as connec-
tions and thus no connection parts. We always connect two components in this
assembly, two parts in the first step and in every further step one part to the pre-
vious subassembly. With k = 6 this results in eleven objects for which synthetic
training data must be created.

Fig. 4: Objects used in the experiments
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Fig. 5: Results of different test images with varying clutter in the background

The charger assembly has different connection parts like bolts, shims and
nuts. Each step consists of two parts or of one part and one subassembly and
a varying amount of connection parts. With k = 7 and l = 7 this results in 14
objects we need to create synthetic training data for. We do not create train-
ing data for the connection parts because they are generally delivered in larger
quantities and supplied to the assembly workers in these quantities. Therefor the
AAS does not need to detect connection parts. We use CenterNet to create one
weight file for each assembly. The learning rate is set to 1.5625 · 10−5. In epoch
90 and 120 we reduce the learning rate by the factor 10 and train 150 epochs.

Our evaluation dataset contains 900 real RGB images captured with the
iPhone 5s camera at a resolution of 2448×2448. Here, backgrounds and cluttering
in the dataset vary (see Fig. 5). Each object is displayed exactly 100 times on
the images while the lightning conditions and the orientation vary as well. Here,
all images are labelled manually using LabelImg [20].

4.2 Results

We train five times and vary the parameters for the synthetic training data,
see Fig. 6. For the evaluation of our method we use the mean average precision
(mAP) at 50 % intersection over union (IoU) between the ground truth and the
detected labels evaluated with a tool from Cartucho et al. [3].

Fig. 6 shows the results including standard deviation as error bars. We trained
both assemblies separately with 50 % AO background images and compared the
performance of applying no filters to applying filters to the images. The mAP
of the Duplo™ assembly improved by 0.03. The small difference can result from
the small variance of the parts of the assembly in size and properties. In order
to prove that filtering and thus DR actually provide better results, we compare
the charger assembly trained without filters and 50 % AO background images
and trained with filters and 50 % AO background images. Filtering improves
the mAP by 0.27. Comparing all objects (see Fig. 4) with and without filter
results in an increase of the mAP by 0.16. In another experiment, we verify how
the results change by using only random background images. We compare the
charger assembly trained with 50 % AO and with exclusively random background
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images. Exclusively random background images result in the declining of the
mAP by 0.10. Within the assemblies the standard deviation is declining with
increasing randomization.

Fig. 6: mAP at .50 IoU for both assemblies and varied parameters

4.3 Discussion

Filtering images results for both assemblies in an increase of mAP. This in-
crease is more visible with the charger assembly due to the higher variance
and complexity of the involved assembly parts. The decreasing standard devi-
ation within an assembly with increasing randomization leads to more robust
systems. All objects are detected with a similar AP. Removing manual work
completely for creating a new dataset by using exclusively random background
images decreases the mAP. This could result from the COCO dataset containing
everyday object categories in their natural environment. The missing industrial
environment leads to a decrease in mAP due to CenterNet confusing industrial
backgrounds as industrial objects. Adding the AO dataset increases the variance
of backgrounds and leads to improved results for our test images. Whether the
variance within the dataset is also sufficient in other industrial environments
must be verified in further studies. The mAP for all 25 objects with best per-
forming parameters is 0.92 and outperforms state of the art synthetic training
data reaching an mAP @ .50 IoU of 0.89 [14] despite industrial objects being
harder to detect due to less features.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we describe a system to automatically generate training images
from STEP files for an entire assembly. We experimentally demonstrate, that
our system outperforms existing approaches of training with synthetic data.
Experiments also show, that randomizing training images leads to less variation
in AP within an assembly. Random background images from COCO however do
not have sufficient variance. Our AO dataset with industrial backgrounds solves
this problem. Further studies should verify whether the variance in our dataset
is sufficient and expand it if necessary.

The goal of our future work is to gather the sequence directly from STEP
files via simulation. Combining our system with this simulation would lead to the
automatic generation of training images for object detection for an entire assem-
bly with just the STEP file of the assembly as input data. This can be offered to
companies as a service for AAS but also for the automatic assembly with robots
or for remote services enabling customers to assemble or repair complex prod-
ucts without support from the supplier. Using object detection with synthetic
training data as a service companies must be willing to share sensitive data.
Further research should consider this problem by using encryption techniques or
by allowing the software to be used locally on the customers hardware.
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